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Stochastic measures of the distance between a density f and its estimate fi, have been used to 
compare the accuracy of df:ti:*ity estimators in Monte Carlo trials. The practice in the past has 
been to select a measure largely on the basis of its ease of computation, using oniy heuristic 
arguments to explain the large sample behaviour of the measure. Steele [l l] has shown that 
these arguments can lead to incorrect conclusions. In the present paper we obtain limit theorems 
for the stochastic processes derived from sto hastic measures, thereby explaining the large sample 
behaviour of the measures. 
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ntrodwtion 
Let XI, X2, . . . be independent random variables with a common density function 
P; and fn be an estimate of f based on X1, X2, . . . , Xn. The problem of choosing an 
appropriate measure of the distance of fn from f for a particular realization of 
Xl, x2, l ’ . , Xr, arises in comparative Monte Carlo trials of density estimators. 
Necessarily such a measure must be stochastic, giving rise to a stochastic process 
indexed by n. Tine practice of some workers has been to select a measure largely 
on the basis of its ease of computation. For example, Wegman [12] introduced the 
average square error criterion, wit only a brief, heuristic account of its theoretical 
properties. Since density estimation is very often carried out with large samples, 
important information about the measures can be obtained 
examination of their behaviour. Stochastic meawses of th 
accuracy are usually designed to mimic analytic it is of interest to 
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Wegman’s alrgument would ascribe to them. This casts some doubt on the validity 
of Wegman*s conclusions. However, Steele’s counter-examples are dissimilar to 
the nonparametric density estimators employed by Wegman, and as Steele con- 
cluded, the problem of determining the relationship between the various measures 
is still open. In this paper we shall obtain limit theorems for the stochastic processes 
connected with stochastic measures of accuracy for deirsity estimators. This takes 
us a long way towalrds ettling the issues raised by Steele. We shall demonstrate 
that for a large class of estimators, Wegman’s tochastic measures exhibit the same 
limiting behaviour as deterministic measures. 
2, Stochastic measures of accuracy 
A very popular analytic measure of the distance: of fn from f is the mean integrated 
square error, 
I 
00 
Mn = l?[fn(x) -f(x)]* dx. 
-00 
An empiric ‘estimate’ of this quantity is the integrated square error, 
and Wegman 1121 considered using In to compare the performance of estimators 
in Monte Carlo trials. However, as Wegman pointed out the integral In can be 
tedious to compute, and one could use instead ihe average s;.quare error, 
A,=n 
where ITn is the empiric distribution function. Fryer [Z] called A, an ‘experimenltal’ 
mean integrated square error. Since d&(x) is an ‘es’timate’ of fix) dx, one might 
suppose that A,* behaves rather like the wei,ghted integrated square error, 
whit rn is an ‘estimate’ of ‘the weighted mean integrated square error, 
1 
cc 
= 
n fn(x)-f(x)12f(x) dx- 
u-i2 
t that it is often 
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Kernel estimates of a density were introduced by Rosenblatt [S] and Parzen [4]. 
They are defined by 
fn(x) = (nh)_’ i K((x --xi)/h), 
j=I 
where K is a function satisfying 
I ao lK(2>1 d ZC< and -CD I 
cc 
K(z) dz = 1 (la) 
--oo 
(often K is itself a density), and the positive parameter h = h(n) converges to zero 
as rt + 00. Assume also that for an integer r 3 2, 
I 
OD co 
~z~~~K(z)I dt COO and I &C(Z) dz = 0 for lajsr--1, --CD --oo r!k, for j=r. 
The case r = 2 is by faid the most common, and then K is usually taken to be a 
symmetric density, The case of more general r has been considered by Bartlett [l], 
Woodroofe [13], Schucany and Sommers [7] and Singh [9, lo]. The optimal rate 
of convergence of fn to ,f, in the sense of minimizing the mean integrated square 
error, is obtained with h -cn-“‘2’+‘) where c is a positive constant. 
Assume in addition to condition that K is of bounded variation on (-W, 00) and 
satisfies 
I 
00 
IzI Id&:(z); cm, (2) 
--oo 
and 
f has r derivatives on (-00, w), and f and ftr) are bounded and 
uniformly continuous on (--00, 00). 
(3) 
Suppose that conditions (l), (2) and (3) hold, K’ exists, is of bounded 
variation on (-m, a~) and satisfies 
Izl /dK’(z)l< =, 
that 
I co )f’lx)l dx < oo, -00 
and ftr’ is of bsun ed variation oy2 
(4) 
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for some E > 0, If nh” + CQ, then 
11 = (h’kr1’ [ f”‘(Xi12f (x) dx -I- (nh)_ l f’cx) dx][jx K*(v) dv] 
-X 
+0,&h*’ + (nh)-‘1. 
Suppose that conditions (l), (12) and (3) hold. If nh(log n)-2 + 00, then 
Jrl = (it’kJ2 1-1 rf”‘(x)]*f(x) dx +bzh)-‘[ r”, f2(x) dx][ 1: K2(v) dv] 
+- o,(h*’ + (nh)-‘). 
If in addition f ” is square integrable, then 
I 
x 
IO = (h’kr)’ [f”‘(x)]* dx + (nh )-’ K*(v)dv+o,~h*‘+(nh)-I). 
-x 
IIt may be proved under weaker conditions than those cited in Theorem 2 that 
the constant sequences M, = E(I,) and kVn ==E&) admit the expansions we h$ve 
ascribed to In and J,,,p respectively. Therefore if k, # 0 we have A,/ W, -+ 1, 
~PIl’m, : 1 and Jn/ -+ 1. This settles a problem posed by Steele [9, p. 1991, at 
least in the case of kernel type estimators under the prepzribed conditions. We tizrn 
our attention now to estimators based on trigonometric series. 
Suppose the density / is square integrable and has its support confined to the 
interval (-n, 71% Define 
where Zj = n-l Cy=, c~s[jX~) and ,?j = n-l cy=, sin(jXJ are estimates of the Fourier 
cosine and sine coeRkient,c( of f, given by 
I 
-n 
cj = C~S jxf (x ) dx and sj = sin jxf (x) drc, 
-71 
integer m = m(n) is chosen to diverge to infinity at a ra 
ated square error of the estimator, yielding 
most cases. The integrated square error has the form 
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the left-hand side. Even when ci and sj are not known explicitly the integral on t 
left-hand side can be evaluated fairly easily since it is taken only over a finite 
domain. Therefore there is less reason to resort to A, as a measure of accuracy 
than in the case of a kernel estimator. ‘We shall confine our attention to the process 
If f is square integrable and (m/n)(log n)4+ 8, then 
[fn(x)-f(X)]‘dx = (m/nn)[l +oJl)]+r-* Z (cf +sf). 
j=m+l 
The mean integrated square error F(I,) has the same asymptotic expansion as 
I,,. Very similar results may be obtained for other orthogonal series estimators, such 
as those based on cosine or sine series, or on the Fejer kernel. There is no essential 
difference in the proofs. 
e proofs 
In the proof:: the symbol C denotes a generic positive constant not depending 
on the paramet rs in question, while 27 denotes a generic positive random variable 
depending only on Xi, X2, . . . , Xn, and whose distribution does not depend on n. 
roof of 2. Let F denote the distribution function of XI, and F,, 
the empiric distribui’on function of the sample X1, X2, . . . , X,,. In view of [4, 
Theorem 31 we may write 
F,(x)-F(x)=n -1’2 W’(F(x)) + O&z-’ log n) 
uniformly in x, where the Brownian bridge W” depends only on 
Now, 
((x -Y)lWf(Y) 
+h-’ 
and so 
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uniformly in x. From conditions (1) and (3) we deduce that 
f,,;x)-j’(x) = (-l)rhrk,f~P)(x)+n-*‘*h-’ W*(F(x - zh)) dK(z) 
uniformly in X. From this formula we may derive expansions foIr A,,, I,, and Jn. We 
consider the terms individually. 
(i) If f(r) is bounded, then by the law of large numbers, 
n - * ,gl [f ')(Xj>j* -’ I O” [f”‘(x)]*f(x) dx. .-a3 
(ii) Assume that K is integrable and of bounded varialion, and define 
W*(.F(x - zh)) dK(z) *f(x) dx. 
I 
We may write U/“(r) = W(t) - tW(1) for a standard Brownian motion W Then 
W(F(x - zh)) dK(r) 
I 
00 
I 
2 
-hW(l) K(z)f(x - ziz) dz f(x) dx 
--Q? 
I2 
W(F’(x - zh)! dK(z) 
j 
f(x) dx + R, I 
(8) 
(9 
where 
j&I 3; C’izI W(l)l[u,, + Ch* W*(l)]“*, (10) 
Unl denoting thle first term on the right-haTid side in (9). 
Without loss of generality, K is right continuous. Fix c > 0 and let &(z) = K(z) 
if -c G z c c, 0 otherwise, and K*(z) = K(z) -ICI(Z). Define 
Vfli = W(E(x - zh)) dK,(z) 
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it will suffice to show that, for each c > 0, 
In view of (11) this will folllow by Chebyshev’s inequality if we prove that 
E(V2,1 )-UX1)2. 
Now, 
X II [ we2 -r/z))-- W(F(x2))1dKl(z)Ji dxl dX2+&3, (14) lzhl+l-x2l/2 
where 
[ W(Fjx2-zh))-- W(F(x2))] d&(z)1 
I: WFb2 - zM) - W~(~d)l dW4l 
+2 
1 II [WV% - zh)) - Wf&))l d&(z) (Zkj<(X,--X4/2 I 
X 
II 
[ W(F(x1 
lzhl~lx1--x2ll~ 
- zh)) - W&d)1 d&tz)~ 
+ 
[ (x1 -zm- dxl dxz. 
Let g(u) = [u(l --log u)]“” for O< id s rorn [ s 1 and 21 we see that 
there exists a random variabk Z wit 
whenever O<s<t<l, 
et 
(Xl, x2; hl = lz ~Olzl~ 
zhl~lx,-x2//2 
)raic 
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for all X, z and h, then from the upper bound on JR,J we may deduce that for 
O<Cr~I, 
R,,&C[hll-logh)]*[* Ia f(xl)f(x2)(A+A2+A3+A4)dx1dx2. 
-cn -ca 
It is now readily deduced that 
EIRn:s( =o(h*) (15) 
as h -4. 
The next task is to estimate the first term on the right-hand side in (14); call it 
L&. For fixed xi and x2 the two squared integrals within braces in the expression 
for Un 2 are stochastically independent. Furthermore, 
2 
[ W(F(xl --zh))- W(F(xI))] d&(z) 
I 
= 
= [ w(F(q - zh)) - w(F(xl))] ilKl(z))* + Rn4 
where 
II I 
2 
+ [ WFh - zh)) - WFh))l dJW) . 
Izhl=dx*-x21/2 
expecta’tions inside the integrals with respect o xi and x2 in the expression 
and estimating EIRn41 in the same manner as we estimated EIR,& we 
ith (Hl), (14) and (153 we deduce (13). It now follows fro 
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(iii) Assume conditions (2) and (4), and define 
T n2= Irn ( Irn W’(F(x-rh))dK(z)]* dCF,,(xb-F(x)] 
-c0 -0c 
= -2h 
Clearly 
X 
-l j- [F.(X)-F(X)]{ j- w”(r+ -W) dWz)} 
-a3 --co 
W'(F(x - zh)) d&F(r) 
I 
dx. 
ITn21 s2h-‘n-1’2 Pw) -WI) 
X [j- { Irn W”(F(x -th)) dK(z)}* dx] “’ 
-a3 --oo 
l/2 
W'(F(x -zh)) dK’(z) 2 dx 
I I 
. 
Let L stand for either K or K’, and define 
I=E W’(F(x -ah)) dL(z) 
=2l_Idx j[ {Rx -z2h)[l -F(x -zlh)l 
ZlC.?2 
-FW[l +(x)1) dL(zt) dL(zd 
Then I c C sym jTm IF( x -zh)-F(x)/ dxldL(z)l. Let 
I 
i 
IdUzj if u 3 0, 
llCZ(~ 
M(u) = 
(dL(z)l ‘f u 6). 
CT 
Tnen J_“oD IF(A- -zh)-F(x)lIdL(z)l= h 
r; 
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(iv I Assume that K is integrable and of bounded variation, and for a fixed d > 0 
define T,* 3 = j!, u_“, *(F(x - z/z)) dK(r))* dx. This quantity is very like the term 
7’,1t defined above, and indeed we may use the argument leading to (16) to prove 
that 
(v) Assume condition:; (2), (3) and (5), and define a(x) = f(x)f”(~) and 
T~4=j_~a(x)td~xj_~ W'(F(x -z/i)) dK(z) 
= j-1 dKb?:l j-1 a(x f zh) W(F(x)) dx 
Denote the first and second terms on the right-hand side by Un3 and U,,J, respec- 
tively. Then 
e/,4= --W!l) j+=+&)dxj(g_ [F(x - zh) -F(x)] dK(z) = O,(h), 
while 
The first double integral on the right-hand side is dominated by 
00 a3 
c I I n(y)1 lzhl dj+-K(z)t = O(h), -u; --Qi 
while the second is o( 1) as h -, 0. Therefore E( Ufi3 > = o(h). Combining the results 
above we deduce that 
e conditions (2), (3), (4) and (6), and define 
Tns =: W”(F(x - zh )) d 
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Denote the first and second terms on the right-hand slide by Un5 and Un6, resper:- 
tively. From [8, Theorem Al] we deduce that 1 Un51 = O,(n-*‘*) and 
2 
I 1 
1/2 
X W’(F(x -A)) d&?(z) dx . 
The techniques employed in part (ii) can be used to prove that the integral on the 
last line above, under the square root sign, is O(h) in probability. (Compare this 
term with T,l.) Therefore Un4 = O,((nh)-“*), and consequently 
T n5 = o,((nh)-‘/*). 
(vii) Assume conditions (2) and (3), fix d > 0 and define 
(19) 
T n6 = \_;f%) dx Irn W’(F(x -- zh)) dK(r). 
--oo 
The techniques of part (v) can be used to prove that 
T nfj = Op(h “*)e 
Proof of Theorem 1. From the exp,ansion (7) we deduce that 
A, = (h’k,)“n- ’ i [f”‘(&~]” 
j=l 
00 
+n-‘h-* I (5 43 --oo -0GWO(F(x - zh)) dK(r))* dFn (X) 
+ 2(-1)‘n -l’*hr-*kr lo3 f”‘(x) dF,(x) fm W’(FIx -rh)) d 
d--X) - -a3 
+[O,((nhF’logn)+o,(h’)] 
W’(Ftx - zh 1) d 
= (h’kr)2n-1 i [f"'( )]%-n-*h-*U-In, + L)
j-l 
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Applying the results (&), (16), (17), (18) and (19) we obtain the expansion , 
A,, = (iw2 J-11 [f~w12f(x) dx + (nh)_l[ J_lf2(x, dx][ J-1 K’(u) du] 
+op(h2+ (nh)-‘)+O~,,(n-3’2h-2+n-1hr-* log n 
4-n -3’2h -3’2 log n + n -7’4h -2 log n ), 
from which follows Theorem 1. 
roof of eorem 2. The expansillons of 1, and J, may be handled in the same 
way. We consider only I,. Now, 
J 
Id 
In = [fn(d-f(d12 dx 
-d 
The mean of the last written term 
r 
i- J [fn (4 -f(x)12 dx* (20) 1x1s.d 
equals 
(nh2Y’ 
J 
[var K((x -&),lh)] dx + 
I 
[Ef,* (x) -f(x>l” dx s 
lxbd Irl>d 
J J 
co 
s (rzh )-’ K2(t)f(x - zh) dz 
lxi>d --a0 
O” K(zXf( 
2 
+- J iI .r - rh)-f(x)] dz I dx. (21) Ixi>d -CC3 
In view of condition (1) and the formula for the remainder in a Taylor expansion, 
2 
K(z)[f(x - zh) -f(x)] dz = 
IJ 
ccl 
= 
-00 
~(z)[f(x -zh) - ‘i* (-zh)'f'"(x),i!l dzj2 
j=o 
K(z) dz J 0 ’ (1 - t)r-lf(r)(x - tzh) dt12 
s (Th2’ Jx IK(Z)I dr J’ [f”(x - tzh)12 dt. 
-x 0 
The last term on the right-hand side in (21) is therefore dominated by 
(K(z)1 dz j1 dt j [f”‘(x - tzh)12 dx, 
0 Ixl=-d 
e mean of the 
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follow if we prove that, for any d > 0, 
J 
d 
[fn(X)-f(X)]* dx Z= (h'kr)* 
-d 
+o,( It ‘r + (nh)-‘). 
This is easily accomplished using the rr ethod of proof of Theorem 1. Note that 
K1hr-l logn+n -3’2h-3’2 log iz < $[h2r + 3(nh)-‘][(nh)-‘(log n)*]*‘*, 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 
D,(x)==(2&(1+2 2 cos jV ) = sin[(2m + l)x]/27~ sin(x/2) 
j=l 
denote the DiricMet kernel, and set g, Ix) = E[& (x -X1)]. We may write 
fn(x)=n-’ i D,(x -Xi), 
j=l 
and so in view of [4, Theorem 31, 
I 
m fn(x)-gn(x) = nvl’* Gh -y)W’(F(y))dy+O,((mln)logm log4 
-7l 
uniformly in x. (Here we have used the easily proved result, 
J * ID;(x)) dx = O(m log m).) -Tr 
Consequently 
-p A 
= 7r z R Ci -Cj)* + (S;. -Si>“] = CfaW-gn(x)l* dx 
j=l J -IT 
where 
-1 =n I” (I” D:,b -y>W”UW) dy]‘dx -7r -7r 
+ O,((m/n)‘(log m log n)*)+ R, 
IR,,) = O,((m/d log m log ~1) 
Therefore it suffices to prove that 
23 
But 
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??I 
mT,, == 1: j2 
j=l 
{IT cos jyW”(F(y:l) dy)‘+;f, j2{ lw sin jyW"UW) dy}2, 
-71 -37 
and since the two series on the right-hand side behave identically it suffices to show 
that vC’ CT=, Lrf -$$, where 
Q-j ~0s jy W”V’(y N dy. 
Tae variables Vi have an infinite component multivariate normal distribution 
with zero means and covariances 
E( &r/,) = E[(sin j.& - E sin jx,)(sin kx1 -% sin kxl)] = cjk, 
say. Therefore 
f [ I- E(cos 2jX1) - 2(E sin jX,>‘] - m/2, 
j=l 
using the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. We shall prove that 
(22) 
from which follows the desired result. 
If 21, z;?, . . . , .Z,,, are i.i.d. standard normal variables, then I:, r/T has the same 
distribution aS xi?= 1 c; lI cjkzjzk, and SO 
+ Cjjckk I+ c E(Z4 ,c; 
= 1 
(24) 
ouble series on the right-hand side equals 
m ml 
1 1: .:(E sin jX sin kX)2 - 
l-1 k::r 
2(E sin jX sin kX)(E sin jX)(E sin kX) 
,. 
-+ (E sin jX)‘(E sin kX)‘} 
= : f f {E cos((i + i,X)- E cos((i - j)X)}2 
/=I k-1 
arm-Lebesgue lemma, 
e( ows fro 
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